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ABSTRACT 

 

The level of public participation in environmental planning and decision-making was 

examined using content analysis of specific case studies.  Municipalities around the 

country recently have undertaken many projects in which citizens were unhappy with 

their involvement in the overall planning process.  The objectives of this study were to 

identify existing laws pertaining to public participation; review the methods of public 

participation; and determine the extent to which the public was involved in the planning 

process.  Two cases were reviewed with a focus on filtering out lessons in public 

participation that could be used by community planners elsewhere.  Tuscaloosa 

implemented only four of the nine methods of public participation that Chattanooga also 

used: form citizen groups or task forces, use outside consultants for new ideas, educate 

the citizens, and ensure that information is accessible. Visioning proved to be the 

difference in public participation methods for Chattanooga.  Tuscaloosa removed the 

citizens from the design aspect of its riverfront plans.  Downtown revitalization is a prime 

opportunity for citizens to participate and voice their opinion on the design and function 

of their city, which would create an opportunity for cooperation with city officials.  These 

missed opportunities for citizen input severely impair a citizen‟s trust of municipality 

operation and management of funds, citizen concerns, and natural resources, all of which 

directly impact the lives of an entire region.   
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CHAPTER 1 

Background, Significance, and Purpose of the Research 

Public participation is citizen involvement in activities initiated by the government to    

protect the health, safety, and welfare of the general public (Appiah Opoku, 2007).  Participation 

options vary greatly, from holding public meetings to forming smaller public advisory groups 

(Dietz & Stern, 2001).  Arguments for public participation maintain that those affected by any 

planning decision should have some power to guide the outcome.  The expanding role of public 

participation in environmental decision-making has impacted the ways national, state, and local 

governments function in regards to managing the environment.  A number of authors have 

evaluated the success of, and the contextual and procedural factors of public participation 

(Fiorno, 2006, Habermas, 1987, Laurian and Shaw, 2009, Renn, Webler, and Weidemann, 1995, 

Rowe and Frewer, 2000, Smith, 1979, Webler, 1995).  Holder (2007) cites the lack of a standard 

process and set methods, attaining quality participation, and the interpretation of technical 

vocabulary as problems associated with public participation.  Beierle and Cayford (2002) state 

that public participation has improved environmental policy.  A common theme through the 

literature review revealed that intensive "problem-solving" processes are most effective for 

achieving a broad set of social goals. Participant motivation and agency responsiveness are key 

factors for success (Beierle and Cayford, 2002). 

 Arnstein (1969) believes that public participation in the planning process empowers local 

citizens in the planning process.  It is the redistribution of power that enables the “have-not 

citizens,” presently excluded from political and economic processes, to be deliberately included 
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in the future.  Public participation is the strategy by which the have-nots determine how 

information is shared, goals and policies are set, tax resources are allocated, programs are 

operated, and benefits are disbursed among stakeholders.  Input from all stakeholders is 

important in public participation.    

The purpose of this study was to explore the level of public participation in planning and 

determine its effectiveness through a comparison of two case studies: Chattanooga, Tennessee 

and Tuscaloosa, Alabama.  The cases were analyzed to find the extent of public participation.  

The Tuscaloosa case was analyzed for the presence, absence, and quality of public participation 

methods found in its riverfront planning process.   

 

Problem Background 

The downtown neighborhoods of Tuscaloosa are bordered by The University of Alabama, 

an expanding state university with a student population which has grown in a period of six years, 

a soon-to-be completely revitalized downtown area; and a riverfront area for which there is also 

extensive growth plans (Original City Association of Tuscaloosa, 2009).  In light of all the 

changes downtown, the residents and business owners pay more attention to public participation 

opportunities.  Tuscaloosa citizens have voiced their discontent with the planning process in 

regards to any riverfront development.  Early in the planning stages of Tuscaloosa‟s downtown 

riverwalk a citizen shared her concerns regarding the Riverfront Action Alert e-mail and 

proposed ordinance at the Riverfront Committee Meeting: “The very first page starts out talking 

about the vision that through a public visioning process they have arrived at for Chattanooga... 

We have not decided what we want our riverfront to look like” (John, 2007). 

The city of Tuscaloosa has recently undertaken many projects for the downtown area in 

which citizens were unhappy with their involvement in the overall planning process.  One such 
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project encouraged a citizen, Ken King, to send a letter on behalf of The Glen Neighborhood 

Association and Tuscaloosa Neighborhoods Together voicing concerns and suggestions for the 

Riverfront Development District.  The letter complained that in the early stages of planning, a 

comprehensive plan for the Riverfront project had not been written; there was a lack of specific 

design standards for buildings, landscape, or environmental preservation; there was confusion on 

the details of the Downtown/Riverfront Overlay District; and the new ordinance did not offer 

enough in the way of public involvement (King, 2007).  Some changes have been made to the 

local planning process in recent years so that the current level and understanding of public 

participation has been altered from its previous framework. 

 

Goal of the Study 

The goal of this study was to explore the level of public participation in the community planning 

process at the municipal level. 

 

Research Objectives 

The following objectives were used to analyze and compare two case studies: 

A. To identify existing laws pertaining to public participation.   

B.  To determine what method of public participation was used in each case.   

C.  To determine the extent to which the public are involved in the planning process.  

D.  To determine the effect of public participation efforts on the outcome of planning 

 decisions. 

 

Motivation for the Study 

The issue of public participation is often overlooked many communities.  Public officials 
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in any size municipality are continually faced with the challenge of making high quality 

decisions while remaining responsive to the citizens those decisions affect.  The lessons drawn 

from this study could also serve as a guide to similar municipalities.  

` 

Organization of Thesis 

Chapter 1 presents a review of the literature that defines public participation and its 

challenges.  Recommendations for a standard evaluation method were not presented; however, 

several ideal methods were presented.  The challenges of public participation were discussed and 

summarized.  Chapter 2 describes the origins of, laws regulating, and methods of public 

participation.  The study methodology is outlined in chapter 3 for two case studies: Chattanooga, 

Tennessee and Tuscaloosa, Alabama.  Chapter 4 presents the research findings for each case 

study according to the research objectives.  An interpretation of the results was presented along 

with suggestions for successful public participation.  Chapter 5 discusses trends in the methods 

for both case studies, implications for future research, and provides a summary of successful 

lessons. 
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CHAPTER 2 

The Concept of Public Participation 

 

The term “public involvement” is used … to encompass the full range of actions and 

processes that … engage the public in the Agency's work, and means that the Agency considers 

public concerns, values, and preferences when making decisions (United States Environmental 

Protection Agency, 2003).  Public participation is a process by which public concerns, needs, and 

values are incorporated into governmental and corporate decision-making.  Other definitions 

include: 

 Public participation applies to administrative decisions made by agencies and some 

private organizations but not by elected officials or judges (Creighton, 2005, pp. p7-10). 

 Public participation is any process that involves the public in problem-solving or 

decision-making and that uses public input to make better decisions (International 

Association for Public Participation, 2006b).  

The word “participation” can have many meanings.  It is often used to mean public 

information programs, or simply informing the citizens.  Another common use of the term is in 

reference to hearings where the public is allowed to comment on actions proposed by the agency.  

Perhaps the best conceptualization is to explain participation as a continuum (Beierle, 2002).  

The continuum concept includes four cyclical parts: inform the public, listen to the public, 
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engage in problem solving, and develop agreements.  Two popular tools used to 

implement public participation are public hearings and increasing access to information (Vari 

and Caddy, 1999).  There are many methods of engaging in public participation.  An emphasis 

on power and decision-making are central to the concept of direct citizen participation (Arnstein 

2004, Langton 1978, Mize 1994).  In her work on the “ladder of participation,” Arnstein clearly 

distinguished citizen participation from manipulation and tokenism.  Direct participation requires 

power sharing among the citizens and public officials.  It is not a form of control that enables 

those in authority to get citizens to do what the public officials want them to do.  Citizens are 

viewed as an integral part of the planning process and their active involvement is considered 

essential in the substantive decisions facing a community.  Substantive decisions, in this instance, 

are defined as those that are important and critical in community life as defined by the members 

of the community.  

Arnstein (2004) developed a hierarchy of different types of public participation that is 

often used in evaluations (see Figure 1).  Arnstein‟s “ladder of participation,” has eight rungs: 1. 

manipulation, 2. therapy, 3. Informing, 4. Consultation, 5. placation, 6. Partnership, 7. delegated 

power, and lastly citizen control.  While citizens are informed and heard in consultation types of 

participation, these methods do not provide the power to ensure that citizen input will be 

seriously considered by decision makers.  Participation is restricted within rungs 1-5; when 

public participation is held at these levels there is no assurance of change.  Arnstein‟s ladder 

helps to show that there are significant gradations of citizen participation.  These gradations 

make it possible to understand the increasing demands for higher levels of public participation 

for all citizens (Arnstein, 2004).  Holder, Lee, and Elworthy (2007, pp. 85-132) agree that a 

gradient ladder of citizen participation exists and describes different levels of access to the 

planning process that citizens can attain. 
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Figure 1. Arnstein’s Ladder of Citizen Participation 

 

 

Evaluation Methods of Public Participation 

Laurian and Shaw (2009) affirm that, “After decades of experience with participatory 

decision-making mandates finally emerged to address evaluation of public participation, for 

example on the part of the Environmental Protection Agency, progress in participation 

evaluation in planning is limited.”  One of the main complaints about participation methods is 

that they have often been perceived as ineffectual since they give only the appearance of 

consultation without any real intention of acting on the public‟s recommendations.  These actions 

result in public uncertainty and distrust concerning the motives of sponsors and city officials 

(Rowe and Frewer, 2000, pp. 7-20). 

Specific suggestions have been made about the criteria that need to be satisfied for 

effective public participation; methods have been discussed that incorporate certain 

characteristics for effectiveness (Fiorino 2006; Laurian and Shaw, 2009; Webler 1995).  Rowe 
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and Frewer (2000) developed a framework for evaluation criteria that is divided into two 

categories: acceptance (or fairness) criteria and process criteria (2000, pp. 9, 18-19).  Laurian and 

Shaw (2009) distinguished between process-based goals, outcome-based goals, and user-based 

goals. The issue of "success" has been addressed conceptually by many scholars, who have 

proposed a host of evaluative criteria. Defining success is a difficult task since there are 

numerous goals and expectations for public participation processes and mechanisms.  Webler 

(1995) emphasized goals of fairness and competence (Habermas 1987; Renn, Webler, and 

Wiedemann 1995).  Laurian and Shaw (2005, 2009) emphasized the balance of exchanges 

between agencies and citizens and power sharing.  The following section describes the most 

commonly discussed public participation evaluation criteria. 

 

Process criteria 

Few researchers discuss the criteria used to evaluate the actual process of public 

participation although many have written about the subject (Laurian and Shaw, 2009; Rowe and 

Frewer, 2000 and Webler, 1995).  Rosener (1983, p. 45) noted that the field had “no widely held 

criteria for judging success and failure; there are no agreed-upon evaluation methods” (Rowe and 

Frewer, 2000).  Fifteen years later, Beierle (1998) noted that the state of evaluation had not 

progressed.  The consensus seems to be that public participation should occur as soon as is 

reasonably practical (Rowe and Frewer, 2000). Early, iterative, and frequent participation is 

mandatory for any public participation process (Simmons, 2007, pp. 129-147). 

Laurian and Shaw (2009) developed a set of criteria used to evaluate public participation:  

the process, user-based goals, outcome, and deliberative democratic-based goals include mutual 

learning, where participation seeks to increase public awareness of issues and agencies‟ 

awareness of public views, and the goal to promote democratic decision-making.  Participants 
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and the general public are informed about issues, stakes, and decision-making processes.  These 

areas are highlighted to evaluate the process portions of public participation activities and 

increase agency awareness of public views, concerns, and preferences (Laurian and Shaw, 2009).  

Rowe and Frewer (2000) also developed a framework for evaluating public participation.  Their 

criteria were: 1. resource accessibility, 2. task definition, 3. structured decision-making, and 4. 

cost effectiveness.  Criterion of resource accessibility: public participants should have access to 

the appropriate resources to enable them to successfully fulfill their decision-making rights.  All 

of these suggestions for the evaluation of process criteria attempt to measure fairness during the 

public participation process.  Task definition addresses the nature and scope of the participation 

task, and its expected output; the mechanisms of the procedure should be clearly defined. 

Structured decision-making ensures the use of appropriate mechanisms for structuring and 

displaying the decision-making process.  A variety of planning methods might be incorporated 

into a participation procedure, such as the Delphi technique; another way to structure the 

planning process is to use small groups and include an experienced group facilitator to employ 

rules for effective group decision-making (International Association for Public Participation, 

2006).  The public participation process should in some sense be cost-effective.  An analysis of 

potential costs covering various participation methods should be efficient in both time and 

money. 

 

Fairness Criteria 

Literature on evaluating public participation addressed the topic of “fairness” within 

various evaluation criteria (Fiorno, 1990; Laurian and Shaw, 2009; Rowe and Frewer, 2000; 

Webler, 1995).  Fiorino (1990) assesses a number of procedures on the basis of "democratic 

criteria" (acceptance criteria is conceptually similar) but Rowe and Frewer (2000) believe that 
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both types are required for participation evaluation. This criterion decides whether the general 

public participation process provided by city officials is accepted by the citizens. The five 

subcategories within the Rowe and Frewer‟s acceptance criteria (2000) are as follows: 

representativeness, transparency, early public involvement, influence, and independence.   

Frequently expressed in the literature is the need for participants to be representative of the 

broader public, rather than simply representing some self-selected subset (Webler 1995, 2000, p. 

12).  Simmons (2007) suggests participation criterion which seeks input from all affected parties.  

Directions as to how to create a fair process is derived from Arnstein‟s ladder of citizen 

participation (Laurian and Shaw, 2009, pp. 294-298).  Habermas‟ normative theory of public 

participation defines fair public participation, as free and unbiased discussion among all 

interested and affected parties (Webler and Tuler 2000).  Based on Habermas‟ (1987) access to 

information can mean bringing in outside experts (truth claims), ensuring that all relevant interest 

groups are represented (normative claims), or simply making certain that people have time to get 

in touch with their own authentic desires and concerns or expressive claims (Webler and Tuler, 

2000, p. 566).  Power, participation, and process are another set of evaluation criteria to address 

fairness and analyze democratic ideals (Simmons, 2007, pp. 129-147).   

The concept of fairness can be addressed in many ways.  Democratic and acceptance 

criteria along with equal participant representation are the most commonly referred-to topics for 

the concept of fairness evaluation.  Lastly, Arnstein‟s ladder is used as a guide post to rate the 

quality of public participation methods.  Participant views and impacts of the process can also be 

rated using Arnstein‟s ladder (1969). 

 

Outcome-based criteria 

Laurian and Shaw (2009) developed an extensive set of criteria for outcome-based goals.  
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Outcome-based goals include issue-related goals, governance-related goals, and social outcomes.  

Issue-related outcomes meet statutory requirements to increase the legitimacy of agencies and 

decisions, to reduce conflicts, and to facilitate implementation.  Issue-related solutions (for issue-

related outcomes) also find solutions by consensus methods that lead to an improved quality of 

decision that integrates public input.  Governance outcomes increase legitimacy of agency and 

officials from the view of the citizens and general public.   

Outcome-based goals assess the after-effects of a planning process and whether it reached 

its intended goals.  Each stakeholder group may have different measure of success and different 

goals for the same project outcome.  Caution should be exercised to avoid employing an 

unrepresentative group that might intensify tendencies to place undesirable projects in low- 

income minority communities (Rowe and Frewer, 2000).  Participants should feel mutually 

included in governance, to build understanding among participants, trust and social capital, and a 

sense of ownership of the city (Laurian and Shaw, 2009, pp. 294-298) at the end of any public 

project. 

 

User-based goals criteria 

User-based goals focus on the satisfaction of participants and the general public, and 

other goals identified by participants.  User-based evaluations focus on participants‟ satisfaction 

with processes and outcomes. Theory-based evaluations assess participation with user-based 

goals, such as Beierle and Cayford‟s (2002) social goals.  User-based goals inform the public, 

incorporate public values in decisions, improve the quality of decisions and increase trust in 

institutions (Beierle 1998, Beierle and Cayford 2002).  Theoretically and empirically public 

participation has both procedural and outcome goals and its success should and can be assessed 

in terms of both. Six social goals emerged from problem assessments of public participation 
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evaluation of Beierle's (1998) evaluative framework which includes: 1. educating and informing 

the public; 2. incorporating public values into decision-making; 3. improving the substantive 

quality of decisions; 4. increasing trust in city officials; 5. reducing conflict; and 6. achieving 

cost-effectiveness.  The previous section described a number of participation methods to achieve 

each of the six social goals including: traditional participatory mechanisms such as public 

hearings, public comments, focus groups, surveys, advisory committees, and public education; 

also mechanisms associated with collaborative decision-making and conflict resolution, such as 

mediation and regulatory negotiation; and innovative forms of public deliberation, such as 

citizen juries and consensus conferences are participation methods likely to achieve the six social 

goals.   

Fairness criterion decides whether the general public participation process provided by 

the city officials is accepted by the citizens.  Outcome-based goals include issue-related goals, 

governance-related goals, and social outcomes.  User-based goals focus on the satisfaction of 

participants and the general public, and other goals identified by participants.   

 

Challenges of Public Participation 

Differences about how and to what degree science and information should be emphasized, 

how much leadership and direction the process needs, what is the proper behavior of participants, 

how to tackle issues of power and trust, and what are the outcome-related goals of the process 

were all underdeveloped topics within public participation evaluation guidelines (Webler and 

Tuler, 2006, pp. 705-718).  Five perspectives emerged to define a good public participation 

process: acquires and maintains popular legitimacy; facilitates an ideological discussion; focuses 

on fairness of the process; conceptualizes participatory processes as a power struggle or power 

play; and lastly, highlights the need for leadership and compromise.  Conflicts may emerge about 
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process design because citizens, planners, and city officials disagree about what is good in 

specific contexts.  Beierle and Cayford (2002) express that public participation has not only 

improved environmental policy, but has also played an important role in environmental 

education and the removal of conflict and mistrust attached to environmental issues.  “Public 

participation is demanded more and more in the planning process” (Webler, Tuler and Krueger, 

p. 435).  One method to accomplish this goal of increased participation is called consensus 

building.  Methods of public participation such as consensus building, social goals, participant 

motivation, and agency responsiveness are key factors for success among participants (Beierle 

and Cayford, 2002).  Other problems identified by Beierle and Cayford (2002) include: the 

public lacks basic knowledge about many environmental issues; policymakers inadequately 

consider public values and preferences; miss opportunities to correct mistakes or so not seek 

innovative solutions to these problems.  Issues with public participation such as access to 

information, actual influence on environmental decision-making, and environmental justice 

challenges are also discussed by Holder, Lee and Elworthy (2007).   

The key concepts to understanding public participation are: identification of the varying 

levels of participation, evaluation of public participation processes, evaluating the public 

participation process outcome, and defining the issues of public participation.  Effective 

participatory methods involve collaboration, dialogue, and interaction.  Each of the criteria 

suggested by the experts give a different perspective on what successful participation means.  

Participatory processes can seek to promote different goals simultaneously.  Participation can 

thus be seen by different parties as a threat, opportunity, or a legal obligation of democratic 

rights. These different expectations and experiences condition the criteria city officials and 

stakeholders may adopt to evaluate participation.  The benefits and challenges of public 

participation can be perceived differently by the various parties involved.  The most important 
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goals are to develop public confidence and skill in the participation process.  Other objectives are 

to achieve high quality participation; create a common language to discuss issues and ideas; and 

finally incorporate public participation methods that help to reach an agreement on 

environmental decision outcomes (Taylor and Wilcox, 2003). Beierle's (1998) evaluative 

framework which includes six social goals emerged from problem assessments of public 

participation evaluation.  These goals all touch upon the mandated public participation process 

and evaluation criteria that can lead to success. 
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CHAPTER 3 

Methodology 

 

The Research Problem 

As already stated, the purpose of this study was to explore the level of public 

participation in planning and determine its effectiveness using case studies.  The case studies 

used for comparison are case 1. Chattanooga, Tennessee and case 2. Tuscaloosa, Alabama.  Each  

case was analyzed to find the extent of public participation.  The Tuscaloosa case was analyzed 

for the presence, absence, and quality of public participation methods found in its riverfront 

planning process through a comparison to Chattanooga‟s completed public participation process.  

Beierle‟s six social goals and Arnstein‟s ladder were used as standards to rank the level of public 

participation methods.  

 

Research Activities 

The original methodology called for face to face interviews of people familiar with the 

projects in both Chattanooga, TN and Tuscaloosa, AL.  Interview questions were developed to 

question the Tuscaloosa and Chattanooga city planners.  The interview questions and the entire 

research project was approved by the Institutional Review Board of the University of Alabama.  

When members of the Tuscaloosa planning group were contacted, only one planner appeared to 

have intimate information on the project.  This differed significantly from the detailed 

information available on the city of Chattanooga.  That is, Chattanooga had a long history of 
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public participation concerning its riverfront project while Tuscaloosa was just 

developing its public participation practices.  It was determined that interviewing would not 

provide adequate information for studying the planning in Tuscaloosa. Therefore, the 

methodology was changed to content analysis. 

Content analysis of various types of secondary data was the primary method used in this 

study.  Multiple sources were used such as newspaper articles, web sites, public planning 

documents, etc.  Case studies were developed using the city of Chattanooga, Tennessee and 

Tuscaloosa, Alabama‟s riverfront revitalization activities.   

Data for the Tuscaloosa case study was gathered directly from the public files stored by 

the city.  A manual search of the city documents was conducted to find any information 

pertaining to Tuscaloosa‟s riverfront development.  Copies of the desired documents were 

requested from the planning staff secretary.  Letters, land evaluations, environmental reports, 

illustrations, zoning plans and amendments, public hearing minutes, and reports by the land 

developer were the various types of information found in the city‟s public files.  Tuscaloosa 

chamber of commerce articles, Tuscaloosa newspaper articles and reports from the city website 

were gathered online through the World Wide Web to complete data retention for the Tuscaloosa 

case. 

The Chattanooga case study data were derived from various sources within the World 

Wide Web.  The search produced city website articles, newspaper articles, United States 

Environmental Protection Agency articles, chamber of commerce articles and scholarly planning 

articles.  All documents discussed the planning process, activities, and methods used to revitalize 

Chattanooga‟s downtown.  Chattanooga‟s riverfront planning history reached back to the 1970‟s 

while, Tuscaloosa‟s riverfront development appeared to begin in the year 2002. 
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Planning process activities and public participation activities were isolated from all 

riverfront development documents from both cities.  The criteria used to identify methods of 

public participation included any citizen action that aided in the creation of the riverfront project 

plan, participation to implement the project, and any evaluation activities after the completion of 

the project.  The case studies were read with a focus on addressing the research objectives and 

developing the identified public participation methods used during the riverfront revitalization. 

The following questions were used to explore the level of public participation in each case: 

A. What are the local laws and regulations pertaining to public participation?  

B.  What public participation methods were used in each case?  

C. To what extent was the public involved in the decision?  

D. What lessons could be learned? 

Answers to the research questions lead to general planning actions.  The individual 

planning actions were narrowed down to only the planning actions that aided the progress of the 

project or acted as impediments to the project.  Public Participation methods could be clearly 

identified from progressive or inhibitive actions within the riverfront planning process.  The 

common public participation methods found in the case studies were displayed in tabular form as 

a comparison of each case (Table 3).  This table shows each public participation method used or 

not for each case.  A second table (Table 4) presented the implemented methods from both cases 

and was organized to show correlations to the steps in the planning process.  Conclusions were 

made about the methods and their place in the planning process. The conclusions were then used 

to develop future lessons and suggestions or other municipalities. 
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Limitations of the Study 

 Both case studies had limitations.  While the Chattanooga study was complete, the 

Tuscaloosa study was in the initial stages of its public participation exercises.  Information was 

available for the Tuscaloosa case study detailing public opposition, lack of planning, and citizen 

participation.  The Chattanooga case study has been ongoing and touted as a successful public 

participation example.  Some challenges were presented such as the protests from racial and 

ethnic groups who were not included; however, the literature presented few of these challenges.   

Other examples of planning processes and uses of public participation methods for 

riverfront development could be studied in other cities with riverfront revitalization efforts.  

Interviews from some of the city officials such as councilmen and councilwomen, the mayor, 

citizen group leaders and neighborhood association leaders who were heavily involved in the 

project would have provided an insight into the development of riverfront projects for both case 

studies. 
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CHAPTER 4 

Research Findings 

 

The development of the 13-mile corridor for the Tuscaloosa Riverwalk has lead to 

various projects that will further develop the Black Warrior River‟s banks (see Figure 2).  The 

total Riverwalk development plan identified 39 different projects that are included in seven 

different segments along the extent of the Riverwalk (City of Tuscaloosa, 2003).  Key aspects of 

the plan include a number of significant projects that are tied by walking corridors that allow free 

flow of the Riverwalk on both sides of the Black Warrior and North Rivers. The major projects 

within the design of the Riverwalk include the following:  a loop trail around the West End, a 

new West End ball field complex, an outdoor amphitheatre, a waterfront plaza and activity area, 

extension of the downtown area, renovation of the existing CORPS property into a passive day-

use park and boat landing, a mixed-use development and waterfront development, picnic areas, 

river access decks for fisherman and pedestrians,  an equestrian trail, two pedestrian river 

crossings, more than 13 miles of paved Riverwalk trails, and a future handicapped-accessible 

park.  A new Riverview village or riverfront neighborhood was proposed near the beginning 

sections for the analyzed study area (See Figure 2 on the next page).  
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Figure 2. Tuscaloosa Riverwalk Area 

 
This is the downtown riverfront area for the condo/ restaurant. At right is a dealership (Taylor, 2005.) 

The illustration shows the layout of the proposed plans for the study area downtown and adjacent 

to the riverfront.  

Figure 3 shows the plan layout on the riverfront from left to right including the natural 

riverbank, the riverwalk, riverfront shops, upscale condos, a retail core, and lastly townhomes in 

Figure 3 and 4 (City of Tuscaloosa, 2003). The first illustration shows an aerial view while the 

second illustration shows a side view of major sections of the proposed project area: Black 

Warrior riverbank, riverwalk, riverfront shops, upscale condos, retail core, and lastly townhomes.   

 

Figure 3. Tuscaloosa Proposed Riverview Village 
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Figure 4. Tuscaloosa Riverfront 

 

 

 

A revamped conceptual plan for the Tuscaloosa‟s Riverwalk Place development was 

approved unanimously by the council during the public hearing meeting. “This area is coming 

together,” said Councilman Lee Garrison (DeWitt, 2008c).  The new design, which features a 

Japanese-style restaurant in the center of a mixed-use retail and loft development, is a departure 

from the project‟s original plan that was approved in 2005.  The first conceptual plan included a 

restaurant and multiple-story condominium building.  But the new design includes 11 retail spots 

and 18 lofts above the stores (DeWitt, 2008b).  The development will feature New Orleans-style 
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Acadian architecture.  Residents of Guildswood and other nearby neighborhoods have raised 

concerns about the development, but no one spoke out against the latest plans.  Key greenways 

were being constructed, as of 2008, and when they are connected with the overall Riverwalk 

scheme, the benefit will be enormous to the city of Tuscaloosa and the adjacent communities.  

The overall appearance of both the river corridor and the downtown area will improve over the 

next 15 years as the implementation of the Riverwalk becomes a reality. This city-wide 

improvement will promote tourism and it will draw the local community back to its heritage that 

started with the river. 

There are numerous issues with the Riverwalk development project.  Downtown 

Tuscaloosa was developed in the past with its back toward the river. The Riverwalk project must 

provide a tie to the river for the City to allow for a better front door for the City; the floodway 

will restrict the type of development along the river; The University of Alabama, the city of 

Northport, and the nearby town of Holt all must have connections to the river; and key focus 

points along the way including areas of downtown.  Other concerns at the riverfront are the site 

of the baseball complex because of the evidence of a land fill that is presently located directly 

under the site. This has created an issue of how the Riverwalk will make connections between 

the major residential areas on the Northport and southern sides of the Black Warrior River area.   

The goals of the Riverwalk Master Plan are to provide a direction for the development of 

the Riverwalk; concrete solutions were not established to give direction for the preparation of the 

plan.  Each of the existing goals in a master plan should present each goal as a separate entity 

within itself but when combined the goals of the master plan provides direction for the total 

planning process.  Some of those specific goals of the Riverwalk master plan are to connect the 

different elements of the city of Tuscaloosa; create a new area for City fest; bring entertainment 

to the downtown area of Tuscaloosa; provide access to the riverfront via structured greenways 
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and corridors; and to develop a safe yet interesting pedestrian corridor along the scenic Black 

Warrior River for spectators via boardwalks, trails, overlooks, and boat access locations. 

 

Existing Laws Pertaining to Public Participation 

Chattanooga has an official citizen participation plan that acts as a local ordinance and 

encourages public participation in the program.  The city of Chattanooga holds a minimum of 

two public hearings annually to obtain citizen views and respond to proposals and questions at 

each stage of the community development program.  Meetings are scheduled at intervals during 

the year to allow adequate time for citizen input to be effective. Additional public hearings may 

be held during the year, as necessary, to ensure adequate public comment on the program.  

Public hearings are held in central locations, accessible to those with disabilities and convenient 

to public transportation. Locations in many neighborhoods are used as hearing sites to help 

stimulate interest, and are conducted in the early evenings for the convenience of those working 

or unavailable during the day (Chattanooga Area Chamber of Commerce, 2006). 

In Alabama the Environmental Management Commission (EMC) is governed by the 

Alabama Administrative Procedures Act, Code of Alabama, 1975, which gives direction to 

implement environmental statutes.  These rules must also be in compliance with Environmental 

Protection Agency requirements.   AL ST Section 41-22-1 et.  seq.  states that the public may 

petition the Alabama Environmental Management Commission if citizens are unhappy with any 

parts of new rules.  The rulemaking process includes a 35-day public notice of a proposed rule, 

along with the date, time, and place of the public hearing to hear comments.  Public hearings are 

also conducted according to all Alabama Department of Environmental Management (ADEM) or 

EMC rulemaking activities in order to accept public comments. 
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Similarly, the state of Alabama has specifications for environmental permitting and their 

applications.  Permitting is an important part of the environmental regulatory process handled by 

ADEM.  These regulations make certain that any source with the potential to impact the state‟s 

environment has demonstrated that it is in compliance with all applicable state and national 

environmental rules and regulations.  According to the Code of Alabama, there are specific rules 

and permission which govern citizen participation in the environmental planning process.  The 

current process to include citizen involvement is made up of public notices, public hearings, and 

comment periods.  Companies apply to ADEM for necessary permits by submitting required 

applications.  ADEM receives the application and prepares a public comment period to decide 

the permit decision.  Then a public notice from ADEM is sent to local newspapers, posted on the 

ADEM website, and mailed to interested citizens in the project area.  The last step of public 

involvement includes a public hearing.  At this point citizens are allowed to comment while a 

court reporter records all meeting minutes and citizen comments.  A response draft follows the 

public hearing and is made public record, which is then used to make a final decision.   

 

 

Methods of Public Participation 

Comprehensive plans were developed for every step of downtown revitalization of 

riverfront land in Chattanooga.  The Riverwalk master plan and the 21st Century Waterfront Plan 

are the main plans that represent all of the changes and the numerous projects from the initial 

idea to the end of the construction phase.  The city of Chattanooga implemented many different 

public participation methods in this case study.  Those methods were public hearings, public 

meetings, visioning, public forums, public workshops, Citizen Participation Plan, citizen surveys, 

design charrette, and public and private partnerships.  
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Chattanooga is a well known example of a community addressing its planning problems 

with public participation through a visioning process. Chattanooga utilized a creative, consensus- 

building, and participatory process to formulate a shared vision of the future. Through this 

process the community set goals to achieve that vision, designed action plans, and implemented 

projects to achieve their goals throughout the community.  Citizens realized that profound 

changes would result only from a public, consensus-building process in which a shared vision for 

the future was created.  A non-profit organization, Chattanooga Venture, was established. This 

organization would design and facilitate a strategic planning effort working with citizens and 

community leaders to identify a series of shared goals.   

Public meetings are set up to be as welcoming and receptive as possible to increase 

interaction between technical staff and the public.  Public hearings are formal meetings with 

scheduled presentations by city officials and the developer of the project, policy, and issue.  

Typically during a public hearing members of the public individually state opinions or positions 

that are recorded. Public meetings are required legally to meet basic standards, but without 

discussion public meetings do not foster constructive dialogue and can perpetuate an “us vs. 

them” feeling (International Association for Public Participation, 2006a; Canada, 2007).  

Citizens should be allowed to review all materials and presentations ahead of time.  Participants 

hear relevant information and have an open opportunity to ask questions and comment.  People 

learn more by hearing others‟ questions and comments.   

Community visioning is both a process and an outcome. Citizens of all types or 

stakeholders form the core planning group for the visioning effort, perform community self-

evaluation, set goals, and develop the action plan and implementation strategy. Successful 

visioning efforts start with an initiating committee (National Civic League Press, 2000).  

Elements of the visioning process include capturing ideas on flip charts or other means; and by 
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breaking into smaller groups and discussing and recording ideas more fully; presenting small 

group discussions to the larger group; grouping similar ideas together; assigning responsibility 

for gathering the additional information needed; and determining focus areas to ascertain if 

environmental, economic and social attributes are captured (United States Environmental 

Protection Agency, 2009).  The Chattanooga Venture task force organized Vision 2000, or a 

broad-based, public forum that used heavy publicity to draw citizens from all parts of the 

community.  The initial process lasted five months and was funded by donations from local 

citizens and philanthropists.  The company learned about ways to aid the city during the 

visioning meetings.  To develop this shared vision, Chattanooga Venture hired a facilitator with 

special expertise in establishing community visioning processes.  More than 300 people 

participated in a “design charrette” Downtown Chattanooga developers wanted citizen input on 

how to make the city better.  While a consultant guided the process, a large pool of volunteers 

assisted professionals and citizens adept in facilitation and organization.  The typical visioning 

process is divided into three groups of meetings, with each group designed to produce a specific 

outcome also known as a workshop. The first group of meetings was designed to generate ideas.  

The second group was aimed at organizing the ideas generated in the first set of meetings.  At 

this point, the community had developed a series of community goals and recommendations.  

The third and final set of meetings allowed the community to make a commitment to the vision.  

Vision 2000 process consisted of a series of open, public town meetings.  Each meeting was 

broadly publicized by individual informal conversations and in the media.  More than 1700 

citizens attended, representing a diverse cross section of the community (United States 

Environmental Protection Agency, 2009). Chattanooga Venture has been successful because of 

community involvement and support.  It has helped break down barriers of race, history, and 

geography, and fostered the conviction that individual citizens‟ ideas and participation in the 
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process is critical to the program‟s success.   

A public forum is a meeting where the public is invited to contribute input to a working 

group or advisory panel.  Public forums are meetings where community members are able to 

raise any and all points directly to the government officials and the wider community where all 

of the public should attend (icann.org, 2009).  The government may, of course, impose time, 

place, or manner regulations consistent with the test laid out in cases such as Ward vs. Rock 

against Racism (Linder, 2009). 

Workshops are informal public meetings that may include presentations and exhibits but 

ends with interactive working groups.  Training is often conducted in advance with small-group 

facilitators.  Each should receive a list of instructions, especially where procedures involve 

weighting or ranking of factors or criteria.  Small groups are excellent for discussions on criteria 

or analysis of alternatives because this method fosters one-on-one communication; has the ability 

to draw on other team members; maximizes feedback from participants; and creates public 

ownership (International Association for Public Participation, 2006a).  Workshops are meetings 

where participants are involved in group discussions and can be organized around one or more 

themes. Workshops allow participants with differing values and priorities to build a common 

understanding of the problems and opportunities confronting them.  The intent of workshops is 

to either identify problems and expectations, or to recommend solutions (Canada, 2007).  

Charretes are intensive sessions where participants design a project‟s features.  They are 

best used to foster creative ideas while accomplishing the following goals: participants must be 

informed about how results will be used; joint problem solving and creative thinking are 

simultaneously promoted; participants should always be representatives of the larger public 

(International Association for Public Participation, 2006a). 

Task forces are a group of experts or representative stakeholders formed to develop a 
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specific product or policy recommendation. When enlisting a task force, it is important to have 

strong leadership to make sure membership has credibility with the public.  Findings of a task 

force of independent or diverse interests will have greater credibility and provide constructive 

opportunity for compromise; however, a task force may not come to consensus or results may be 

too general to be meaningful (International Association for Public Participation, 2006a).  The 

modern revitalization of Chattanooga concerning the Riverwalk master plan started with the 

Moccasin Bend Task Force, which developed a plan for resurrecting the downtown riverfront 

area. The nonprofit River City Company was established to oversee the work.  Gradually, the 

riverfront became part of the city again: the Tennessee riverpark opened with fishing piers, a 

playground, a woodland walk, and a park; and the Tennessee Aquarium.  Chattanooga residents 

participated in many planning meetings that led to the Riverwalk master plan.  In this manner of 

encouraged participation, ordinary citizens came together to share their visions for the future of 

downtown Chattanooga with city officials.  Individual ideas were collected and refined by the 

Downtown Planning and Design Studio. The 21st Century Waterfront plan for the riverfront area 

was the result.   

 

Thousands of residents participated in the meetings leading to the 21st Century 

Waterfront plan.  A visioning effort involved nearly 2000 citizens in a series of public forums 

that identified 40 community goals and nearly 200 projects and programs; later Chattanooga 

undertook another community visioning effort to expand the ideas of the riverfront projects.  

This time the community meetings were held in local neighborhoods and communities rather 

than downtown, helping to deepen the sense that the vision really grew out of the community 

itself.  Planning workshop participants addressed six topics: living, working, playing, shopping, 

transportation, new development, and doing business downtown.  Then the participants created  
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lists of 10 priorities for each of the topics. Chattanooga‟s Top Ten Lists (Table 1) represented a 

cross between broad vision, implementation, and development.  Participants talked about better 

transportation systems; conservation of the natural aspects of downtown; construction buildings 

that were environmentally responsible and architecturally interesting; and creating great public 

spaces for all citizens to enjoy (See Table 2).   

Table 1. Top Ten Priorities List- Chattanooga, Tennessee 

1. Outdoor recreation 6. Restaurants 

2. Parks and green spaces 7. Climate 

3. Natural beauty  8. Arts and cultural opportunities 

4. Downtown 9. The Riverwalk 

5. Friendliness and family orientation 10. Community spirit clean air   

            “Sparkle Day” 

Table 2. Satisfaction Survey Results 

1. Safety from crime 87% 

2. Quality health care and hospitals 86% 

3. Clean streets and neighborhoods 79% 

4. Clean air 78% 

5. Availability of jobs that pay a living wage 77% 

6. Quality schools 76% 

“Very Important” factors- Chattanooga, TN (The Community Research Council, 2006) 

 

 

The plans for Chattanooga‟s riverfront included all suggestions from the survey.  Survey 

research is a method of primary data collection based on communication with a representative 

sample of individuals.  When using surveys it is important to make sure use of results is clear 

before the technique is designed to provide traceable data that can reach a broad range of the 

public (International Association for Public Participation, 2006a).  A survey can be conducted 
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using different information-gathering techniques such as postal mail questionnaires, in-person 

interviews, and telephone surveys.   

The 20-year 21st Century Waterfront plan invested large amounts of money into new 

mixed-use development, enrichment, and conservation along 22 miles of the Tennessee River 

corridor in downtown Chattanooga.  By involving groups and individuals from the entire 

Chattanooga region, the community was able to create a clear and comprehensive community 

revitalization strategy.  Chattanooga‟s problems involved environmental, economic, and social 

dimensions; efforts to address these problems forced its citizens to find integrated, sustainable 

solutions.  Civic leaders also visited other cities in search of new ways to revitalize their 

downtown.  The Urban Design Studio became a consistent vehicle for implementing aspects of 

initial ideas for downtown revitalization.  The city of Chattanooga established a formal 

relationship with the Urban Design Studio and the Chattanooga planning department.  Civic 

leaders continued to envision a large scale process for the community as planning went forward 

with both the citizen-guided Moccasin Bend Task Force and the Design Studio.  Citizens 

requested a downtown aquarium, but also supported preserving the Walnut Street Bridge, creat-

ing more affordable housing, and building a family violence shelter.  Task forces began 

implementation for the first riverfront projects and became successful in managing community 

revitalization.  The RiverCity board, a public-private partnership was created to implement the 

recommendations of the Moccasin Bend Task Force report.  The initial RiverCity board included 

representatives of the city and county, labor, and business, and the chair of the riverfront 

revitalization taskforce.  The river park and the aquarium were RiverCity‟s first two projects.  

This Chattanooga Venture citizen group was staffed by just a handful of people and had an 

advisory board comprised of 60 representatives from different economic, racial, religious and 

societal demographics.   
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Sustainability was a major concern for the city.  The Revision 2000 efforts were 

successful.  A diverse group of 2,600 citizens contributed to the visioning process (Garcia and 

The Magnusson Architects, 1996).  As many as 27 goals were identified and 122 

recommendations for improving the community emerged.  Traditional visioning meetings 

continued in all Chattanooga projects, but the process began with a public meeting.  People 

gathered to commit their ideas for the waterfront to onionskin paper laid over huge maps of the 

area.  Citizens of Chattanooga produced a vision for emphasizing the city‟s best natural resource: 

the Tennessee River.  Chattanooga‟s architects and their own design team unveiled an ambitious 

and exciting plan that reflected these community priorities.  The following projects were 

included in the 21st Century Waterfront Redevelopment: an expansion of the Tennessee 

Aquarium; an expansion of the Hunter Museum of American Art; renovation of the Creative 

Discovery Museum; enhanced public spaces along the riverfront; a pedestrian bridge; a wetlands 

park; and a dramatic underground passageway to the river marking the beginning of the Trail of 

Tears that will celebrate Native American culture.  The 21st Century Waterfront Plan represents 

the largest public and private joint undertaking in any community known for these types of 

partnerships.  On the North shore, the development of property adjacent to Coolidge Park will 

feature additional public spaces and the preservation of a natural wetland (see Figure 5).  The 

thoroughness of Chattanooga‟s citizen participation techniques was extended to oversee many 

projects involving the city‟s new developments.  Master plans and new citizen groups were 

developed almost simultaneously to create the difference in the practices used along riverfront.   

New ideas led to organizing newly developed and highly specialized citizen groups.  

These groups managed the development in the riverfront district and downtown as the RiverCity 

Foundation; the city‟s public art efforts and master plan for art through the City‟s Art in Public 

Places group; Citizen Participation Plan that focused on housing and community development; 
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and FutureScape 96 which aimed to protect the natural environment near the river.   

Figure 5. Map of Downtown Chattanooga 

 

 
 

The colored areas represent development districts: red is the riverfront, blue is the North shore, 

yellow is the central business district, green is the West side, light green is the South Side, purple 

is the East downtown, and the brown is the South Broad side. 

 

Figure 6. Early Downtown Chattanooga 

 

(Onboard-Informatics and Advameg-Inc, 2003) 

A focus group proved to be an effective tool that correctly navigated city development and 

generated support for transparent planning and in enforcing municipal regulations.  A consultant 
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team was hired to assist Chattanooga in preparing the Public Art Plan.  At every stage of 

planning, the consultants worked with the City, Allied Arts, and a steering committee with 40 

members and hundreds of interested citizens to define of the issues, opportunities and priorities 

for development of the community‟s public art program (Barney and Worth, Inc. and Regional 

Arts and Culture Council, 2003). The foundation for Chattanooga‟s Public Art Plan is citizen 

participation.  Its members included community leaders and residents from all parts of the city, 

representing a variety of organizations and interests: artists and arts organizations, schools and 

universities, business, visitor industry, service groups, foundations and other art contributors, 

architects, urban planners, City of Chattanooga and Hamilton County elected officials, and City 

staff.  Four large public workshops gave a diverse representation of interested citizens an 

opportunity to supply creative suggestions and shape the Public Art Plan.  Community outreach 

included surveys mailed to: more than 80 Chattanooga area arts organizations, 500 local artists 

and 161 neighborhood associations.  In the last stages, more than 60 key stakeholders, 

community leaders, and other interested citizens were interviewed to seek their views on 

important issues surrounding the Public Art Plan.   

Another innovative idea originating from the city of Chattanooga is the Citizen 

Participation Plan (CPP).  The Citizen Participation Plan is designed to meet the requirements of 

Section 104 of the 1974 Housing and Community Development Act, as amended and 24 CFR 91 

to provide for citizen involvement in the consolidated planning and implementation of the City‟s 

Community Development Program (Department of Community Development).  The Plan 

encourages citizen participation, with particular emphasis on participation by citizens of low and 

moderate income who are residents of neighborhoods expecting to receive federal grants.  CPP 

provides citizens with many services such as: reasonable and timely access to meetings, 

information, and records relating to the grantee‟s proposed use of funds, overall synopsis of 
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contents and purpose of the Consolidated Plan.  CPP also offers technical assistance to group‟s 

representative such as assistance in developing proposals; provides for public hearings to obtain 

citizen views and to respond to proposals and questions at all stages of the Community 

Development Program.  A participation plan is useful in outlining all the actions and functions of 

the development process. All phases of citizen participation are conducted in an open 

environment and manner, with freedom of access to all interested citizens.  Public hearings are 

advertised and pertinent information will be available to the public. To provide citizens the 

opportunity to participate in an advisory role in the program, this Citizens Participation Plan 

establishes a Community Development Advisory Committee (CDAC).  

Surveys were frequently used in conjunction with planning and development in the city 

of Chattanooga; every project since the initial phases of revitalization has included some type of 

survey.  Chattanooga citizens participated in the FutureScape 96 Visual Preference Survey. The 

visioning process and survey concluded that Chattanooga‟s citizens value the natural 

environment, and buildings and streets with human scale.  The FutureScape 96 project showed 

alternative community designs and allowed the survey participants to score each alternative 

(Review of Smart Growth Videos, 2008).  Citizen participation and visioning both allow an open 

planning process that made Chattanooga famous for having a strong reputation of producing 

plans that are for, of and by the people.  The city supported FutureScape 96, a program that 

surveyed some 3,000 citizens on the kinds of streetscapes, developments, and commercial areas 

the citizens liked, based on a visual preference survey devised by an urban designer (Peirce and 

Johnson, 2008).   

A phone survey included 1000 downtown residents.  The results indicated that 57% of 

the citizens were “very satisfied” with their life in the Chattanooga area, another 34% indicated 

that the residents were “somewhat satisfied” (The Community Research Council).  Survey 
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respondents believe that quality of life is also very important in order to create and attract jobs in 

Hamilton County and surrounding area.  More than 75% of all respondents ranked six factors as 

very important:  safety from crime, quality health care and hospitals, clean streets and 

neighborhoods, clean air, availability of jobs that pay a living wage and quality schools (The 

Community Research Council, 2006).  The survey was conducted as part of the Community 

Research Council‟s State of Chattanooga Region Report (SOCRR).  Many surveys followed 

from the SOCRR.  The Chamber of Commerce in Chattanooga devoted its annual planning 

session to issues regarding suburban sprawl, mixed-use development, parking, and limiting infill 

development.  Community-based public involvement and outreach for a survey and study was 

and focused on building support at two levels throughout the study process: the organized 

stakeholder group and the general public.  Based on the survey results, sustainability became a 

major focus in downtown Chattanooga.   

The transformation of Chattanooga exemplifies that a public participation process can 

have more influence than any single investment in physical infrastructure.  Chattanooga‟s story 

is about bringing many factions, both public and private, to work together to move a city in a 

new and different direction.  The “Chattanooga way” of public-private partnerships, strong 

planning, bold implementation, and constant input from the public could be replicated in other 

communities lacking the natural assets possessed by Chattanooga.  The Chattanooga Venture 

was a nonprofit organization with the goal of engaging the whole community in the task of 

revitalizing their city on all fronts: economic, social, and environmental and in the process 

producing a sustainable community.   

The work began with the Vision 2000 project, which brought some 1,700 members of the 

community together over 20 weeks to talk about their vision of the city in the year 2000.  The 

meetings resulted in 34 concrete goals, which in turn generated 223 city projects (Smith and 
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Smith, 1997).  The original vision included the construction of the Tennessee Aquarium, the 

world‟s largest freshwater aquarium and the centerpiece of the new Chattanooga, and the 

Tennessee Riverwalk, a string of safe and inviting parks, bike paths, and other recreation 

facilities that bring townspeople together along the river.  Revision 2000 provided the basis for a 

new series of goals and recommendations in this model community.   

Chattanooga worked with nonprofit corporations that used public money and private donations to 

pay for several projects, including the downtown park and a housing improvement project.  As 

visioning gained popularity, the methodology turned into a business venture and the technique 

spread.  A community vision is not designed to be a one-time effort.  Chattanooga turned 

visioning into an ongoing part of community development.  In Chattanooga residents now expect 

any major city decision to be evaluated through the visioning process.  

Tuscaloosa‟s Riverwalk includes the design of a pedestrian biking and jogging path that 

will parallel both the Black Warrior River at select locations on the north and south edges, as 

well as along the and North River on the west side of the river.  The development of the 13-mile 

corridor for the Riverwalk has provided some very interesting projects that will enhance the 

Black Warrior and North River corridors. The Riverwalk development plan identified a total of 

39 different projects that are spread in seven different segments of the Riverwalk.  

Implementation of the Riverwalk projects will occur in phases.  Phase I includes steps A through 

G during an eight-year period from 2002 to 2010 (Woolpert and Almon Associates, 2003).  

Public participation methods implemented in Tuscaloosa include: public hearings, task 

forces, citizen groups, Riverfront Committee, outside consultants, citizen education, access and 

availability to information, 311 information line, and community conversations.  Data recovered 

from public documents showed that some public participation efforts occurred in various forms 

during Tuscaloosa‟s master planning process such as: public meetings, community conversations, 
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surveys, 311 call centers and help line, and task force.  A unique lesson learned from Tuscaloosa 

was how to conduct a community conversation meeting.  Community conversations meet many 

different needs for the city of Tuscaloosa.  The citizens gathered during four Community 

Conversation meetings held in the spring since the beginning of the Riverwalk project.  The 

citizens from the community viewed information on current projects, discussed concerns and 

ideas with the mayor, city council, and planning department about how to start neighborhood 

associations and various opportunities to give citizen input. 

In 2002 city officials broke ground on the first phase of the long-awaited Riverwalk 

development project that would reinvigorate downtown Tuscaloosa.  The first phase included 

two-thirds of a trail that extends 3,500 feet and turned a large portion of the riverbank into a 

"greenway."  The lighted trail is designed for use by pedestrians and bicyclists.  Park benches, 

barbecue grills, gazebos, and landscaping were also part of the first phase, which was completed 

in about five months.  The trail was the beginning of what officials hope will be a thriving 

district along the Black Warrior River that attracts upscale restaurants and shops that can boost 

tourism and downtown commerce (Reeves, 2002). 

The project includes developing Tuscaloosa's riverfront area along a recreational trail 

stretching from east to west displaying the area's scenic beauty, rich history, and creative 

opportunities for recreational and commercial development.  The first phase of the work, 

involved a trail stretching from Capitol Park to the riverboat landing behind Tuscaloosa 

Chevrolet.  It offers a vista of the river. Markers along the route tell the story of the city from its 

earliest days, offering a rare insight into Tuscaloosa‟s roots and heritage. Colorful banners mark 

the comfortable, 12-foot-wide asphalt trail (Riverwalk is a Dream Development Project, 2002). 

Bob Almon, president of Almon and Associates design firm, offered two Riverwalk design 

concepts for consideration.  The first offered two convention centers, attached by a hotel and a 
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promenade along Jack Warner Parkway.  The second design proposed two hotels and a theater 

complex. Both of the concepts include an amphitheatre, farmers market, and space to develop 

upscale stores and restaurants.  Public meetings were planned for February 2002 to involve local 

residents in the planning.  Residents of Guildswood, an historic neighborhood off Jack Warner 

Parkway that overlooks the Black Warrior River, were not completely satisfied with all the 

changes to the Riverwalk project.  Months of negotiations led to a compromise on the project to 

end an almost two-year dispute between developers and residents.  But Guild‟s Wood residents 

said that they could live with plans for a smaller six-story luxury condominium complex that will 

be built on the riverfront (see Figures 6 and 7).  The luxury condominium building reduced its 

number of floors and added a restaurant and public park on the property.  One resident, Wayne 

Childress, commented by saying, “We want to go on record saying that we‟re against it.  ...But 

this particular plan, we can live with if it‟s carried out in the way it‟s presented” (Taylor, 2005).   

As many as 150 Guild‟s Wood and other historic district residents have shown up at city council 

and planning commission meetings to protest the project since the plans came forward.   

During October 2005 to June 2006, developers announced plans for four projects in the 

downtown area that included condos costing upward of $500,000.   Developers of RiverWalk 

Place held a news conference in June 2006 to unveil architectural plans for a six-story, mixed-

use project that included expensively priced penthouse options.  Few of the units were pre-sold 

and ground breaking at the riverfront site was delayed.  Bill Evans, the interim executive director 

of the Alabama Real Estate Research and Education Center explained that demand for this 

project was not present.   Evans has monitored the real estate environment of Tuscaloosa for 

about 50 years as a developer and an educator.  The lenders who funded the high-end 

condominium projects require a certain percentage be pre-sold before the building funds could 

be secured.  
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Figure 7. Amphitheatre Site 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This is the site for a planned future riverfront amphitheatre. (Cobb and Walding, 2009) 

 

Figure 8. Tuscaloosa Amphitheatre Artist’s Design 

 
 

Artist‟s Rendering of Amphitheatre design (Mark Hughes Cobb, 2008) 
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Almon said that generally, 50 percent to 80 percent of the units must be pre-sold, or have 

contractual reservations, before a bank or financial institution would issue a loan (Morton,  

2007).   

As of October 2005 five of the units had been sold, according to the project‟s website.  A 

news release on the website said construction would begin in early 2007.  “There is tremendous 

interest in living downtown as evidenced by the response to our project thus far.  The developers 

believe that this is a good product.  We are prepared to wait until the market turns around despite 

selling 28 units out of 50 since its announcement in October 2005” (Dewitt, 2008a).  The most 

obvious undeveloped project, though, may be Riverwalk Place.  The Riverwalk Place website 

indicates an anticipated date for construction of spring 2007, but ground had yet to be broken in 

spring 2010.  The site is still empty except for two signs that tout the project and a possible 

restaurant. 

On July 17, 2007, 55 stakeholders from around the Tuscaloosa County region came 

together in a four-hour long program, to discuss, brainstorm, and prioritize each of the major 

community issues in depth.  Also an arts and culture agenda was suggested as a solution. The 

program was moderated by Partners for Livable Communities President Robert McNulty, and 

included a generous amount of time for stakeholders to work in small groups to carry out in 

depth discussions.  In September 2007, The Chamber distributed a survey to discover thoughts 

on the current and potential capacity of the cultural sector in the Tuscaloosa region. The survey 

was hosted online, with the link distributed through The Chamber website and advertised 

through numerous newsletters, newspapers, and other media.  More than 300 people participated 

in the survey, and reflected a very diverse community.  Some issues presented were: that many 

respondents believed the city of Tuscaloosa has rich cultural assets, but that these assets could 

reach more neighborhoods, be marketed more effectively, and could play a stronger role in the 
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economic and social plans for the community. 

The top five ideas for new amenities included attractive gateways into the metro area, 

museums, music festivals, a performing arts center in downtown Tuscaloosa, and public parks 

and gathering spaces for outdoor performances.  Over the course of  two days in October 2007, 

Partners held a series of five ”community conversations” or focus groups on each of the five 

specific topics.  The consultants worked with The Chamber of Commerce to identify appropriate 

people for each topic that would have some knowledge or interest in each specific issue. All 

session were held at The Chamber and lasted for an hour and a half with approximately 20 

participants each. The goal of each of these sessions was to challenge the community members 

and leadership to think about the top priority issues to address within each of the five topics and 

identify creative ideas for new leadership, communications, events, programs and resources.  The 

president of Partners moderated each session and proposed best practices and ideas from other 

areas of the country and from other sessions. The results of these conversations have been 

translated directly into the strategic recommendations for the strategic plan.   

McNulty, presented this group with a memo that included a number of flagship concepts, 

great opportunities, and places on which to focus new programming and development. McNulty 

then broke the room into seven groups of about five people each to discuss these ideas and others 

to help determine from a leadership perspective the priority ideas.  After each group presented its 

conclusions, McNulty separated the groups again to help set timelines for the ideas they thought 

were most important.  To create the Action Plan presented in Section 6 of the strategic plan, 

Partners compiled the various smaller action plans identified by each group. 

Partners facilitated another small group meeting on December 5, 2007 for a group of 35 

local leaders in arts, culture, and community affairs.  The goal of this meeting was to examine 

some of the ideas generated from the community conversations and to set an action agenda of the 
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top priority items into a cultural plan.  The meeting was held on the campus of Shelton State 

Community College.  The most recognized problem echoing from all of the discussions was the 

lack of equity of opportunity for cultural experiences within the Tuscaloosa region.  Issues such 

as cost, transportation, and (the lack of) neighborhood amenities became focus points for any 

ideas that could bring cultural opportunities, and the life skills enhancement, to low-income 

communities and others who have previously been missing from cultural agendas.  In addition to 

logistical difficulties of participating in cultural programs, the issue of communication in relation 

to equity was another key focus area for ideas of how to get more streamlined information about 

programs to communities of all kinds, recognizing that many people learn about what‟s going on 

in their community through different settings and media. 

City council members and developers made changes to the original Riverwalk plan, 

including expanding a proposed restaurant from 5,500 to 9,500 square feet and amending several 

conditions placed on the development in 2005.  The Guildswood and Sherwood Drive 

neighborhoods both objected to the changes, particularly the decision to move the Riverwalk.  A 

Guildswood resident, Drew Kyle, said that “Our feeling is that the location of the actual 

Riverwalk is more important than the development that takes place on the river.” And … “I think 

what the city needs to do is to get the Riverwalk in the location that‟s best for the community and 

let the development follow that” (Dewitt, 2008a).  The developers, neighborhood residents and 

the city worked out a compromise for the development that included a restaurant and 

condominium building.  The restaurant would be located on the eastern end of the property with 

the Riverwalk running between the restaurant and the river (see figure 9 on next page).   
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Figure 9. Tuscaloosa Condo Development 2006 

 
Later drawings of Riverwalk Place condominium development show an increased number of 

condominium units, more parking, and less green space. 

 

The city agreed to swap land on the west end of the property in exchange for a piece of 

property in the middle of the development to move the condominium farther away from the 

neighborhood.  The agreement for the developers to allow land in an adjacent area to be counted 

as parking space for the development began to unravel when the Tuscaloosa County Park and 

Recreation Authority refused the developer‟s request.  Soon after, the plan showed that the condo 

building had expanded from 31 to 47 units, a change that drew objections from nearby 

neighborhood groups.  Revised plans show the condo building and the restaurant too close to the 

river bank to allow the Riverwalk to pass between the buildings and the river.  Developers 

wanted to forego their $150,000 contribution and move the Riverwalk to the south side of the 

property to run beside Jack Warner Parkway.  “Running the Riverwalk beside the road poses a 

safety hazard, since cars entering and exciting the condominium and restaurant would cross the 

Riverwalk, putting pedestrians and bicyclers on the Riverwalk in danger” argued Councilman 

Lee Garrison.  Tuscaloosa city council members later attended a finance committee meeting and 
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agreed to call on the mayor to inform developers that the city insisted the Riverwalk run between 

the buildings and the river.   

More than a year of planning and discussion produced six drafts of the riverfront 

development zoning ordinance, but it was finally seen by the full city council.  The City 

Council's properties committee voted to send the sixth draft of the riverfront development 

ordinance to the full council in June 2008 (DeWitt, 2008d).  It would come before the council for 

a public hearing and adoption by July.  The ordinance was designed to regulate new development 

along the riverfront.  It contained architectural and landscaping requirements in addition to 

establishing a process for getting riverfront projects approved.  The current ordinance included a 

list of accepted uses; the new ordinance listed prohibited uses, which varied from auto 

dealerships and repair shops to funeral homes and cemeteries.  But it did not list accepted uses. 

The council wanted to consider prohibited uses on a case-by-case basis to allow for creativity of 

ideas in the process.  The draft approved by the properties committee eliminated a citizen‟s 

advisory council from the previous draft. Council members felt that adding another step in the 

approval process drew out the process too long.  Council members felt the ordinance should 

specifically address the city's Riverwalk and state that the city intends to have one continuous 

path along the riverfront and that developers must be prepared to align their plan with the 

Riverwalk.  One of the most difficult obstacles to overcome in efforts to remake the riverfront 

was land acquisition along the river and ensuring that the Army Corps of Engineers agreed to 

move its headquarters from its prime and scenic real estate east of the Hugh Thomas Bridge 

(Stevenson, 2008).  Funding was earmarked for the City of Tuscaloosa‟s Downtown 

Revitalization Project and for the Army Corps of Engineers to construct a new headquarters 

downstream on the Black Warrior River from its current location north of Jack Warner Parkway 

so the riverfront could be developed commercially and by the city.   
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Riverwalk Place developers are starting over while the Tuscaloosa City Council moves to 

obtain part of their land for the third phase of its Riverwalk. The city also withdrew the tentative 

approval it gave for the developer's plans in September 2005.  This action erased more than two 

years of planning and negotiations between developers, neighbors, and city officials.  The 

developer, Lunsford, and his partners originally proposed a condominium and restaurant on the 

property, along the Black Warrior River's banks. Residents in nearby neighborhoods objected to 

the development. City officials worked to make the development more pleasant to neighbors by 

offering the developers a land swap. The city agreed to swap land it owned to the west of the 

Riverwalk Place property for a portion of the Riverwalk Place land.  This land swap would have 

allowed the developers to shift the condominium building farther west out of the Guildswood 

neighborhood's view. The city would have gained green space (for a park) and public parking in 

the middle of the property, while the restaurant would have been located next to the park.  But 

the developers ran into problems obtaining adequate space for parking. When the developers 

tried to modify the plan to create more parking in the area to be swapped to the city, the neighbor 

associations, who had been pleased by the land swap compromise, objected.  In the end, plans 

deteriorated to the point that the developers decided that the project would not work. 

A week after the Tuscaloosa City Council properties committee approved a draft of a new 

riverfront development ordinance, the City Council asked for more changes before it voted on 

the measure (DeWitt, 2008b).  The draft approved by the committee simplified the ordinance.  It 

removed a citizen's advisory committee and a conceptual design step in the process included in 

previous drafts.  During the following week, the council decided to put the advisory committee 

back into The Riverfront Zoning ordinance.  Council members also decided to add language that 

would persuade developers to donate right of way for the city's Riverwalk.  In response to a 

written request from a Council person, the draft included additional guidelines for building 
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height.  The process for approving a development under the revised draft would require an 

audience before the zoning officer and a committee of five appointed citizens.  The citizens‟ 

committee would have 30 days to make a recommendation and it would then go to the 

Tuscaloosa Planning and Zoning Commission.  The Planning and Zoning Commission would 

then make a recommendation and it would go before the City Council for final approval.  The 

office of the City Attorney deleted the citizens‟ committee provision to streamline the process 

but the mayor advised the council to leave the committee in as part of the process.  “I thought it 

might be wise of us to create a citizens-based committee that wouldn't slow down the process,” 

Maddox said (DeWitt, 2008b). 

The condominium and restaurant development or Riverwalk place was the focus of the 

common lessons comparison from Case 1. Chattanooga with Case 2. Tuscaloosa.  According to 

the comparison of lessons between the case studies the municipality of Tuscaloosa did use four 

of the seven identified public participation lessons.  Those four lessons include citizen groups or 

taskforces; utilizing all space, land, and available buildings; seeking outside consultants for new 

ideas; and educating citizens and making information accessible. 

Extent of Public Involvement in the Planning Process 

Table 3. Public Participation methods and the Planning Process 

Steps of the Planning 

Process 
Case 1. Chattanooga, TN Case 2. Tuscaloosa, AL 

1. Goal Visioning  

2. Objectives Workshop, visual preference 

survey 

Outside Consultants 

3. Data Collection and   

Analysis 

Public forums, workshops, 

surveys, charrettes 

Public hearings, access to 

information, citizen education 

4. Alternative Courses 

of Action 

Workshops Public hearings, task forces, citizen 

groups, citizen education 

5. Testing and Choosing Public hearings Community conversations 

6. Implementation Public/ private partnerships  

7. Monitoring and 

Evaluation 

Surveys, public forums, 

workshops 
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Table 3 explains how each public participation method used in both cases fit into each 

step of the planning process, thus describing which actions directly involved the public in 

planning decisions. 

 

Effect of Public Participation Methods on the Outcome of Planning Decisions 

Chattanooga‟s plans were innovative for the region since they contained long range plans 

for sustainable development. Both the Riverwalk master plan and the 21st Century waterfront 

plan were developed and monitored by the citizens of the community.  These plans also 

embarked on the major visioning efforts Vision 2000 and ReVision 2000. Visioning became an 

important planning tool for Chattanooga‟s revitalization because it involved citizen groups and 

many new techniques to create projects and ideas that fit this unique community.  Chattanooga 

Chamber of Commerce President James G. Vaughan Jr. gave the answer to the question: Why is 

visioning so successful?, to a Chautauqua Conference on Regional Governance in June 1997: 

“Because the old strategy using low taxes, low cost of land and construction, low wages and 

cheap power just was not working any more . . . Some things must grow jobs, productivity, 

income and wages, profits, capital and savings, information, knowledge, education.”   

Chattanooga has since received national acknowledgement for the revitalization of its 

downtown and redevelopment of its riverfront.  Tourism encouraged the local economy since 

visitors spend lots of time at the new interesting locations near the riverfront.  Chattanooga‟s first 

plan, Vision 2000, produced 40 goals to be accomplished by the year 2000.  After completing 

223 projects, creating almost 1,400 jobs and investing more than $790 million, the city began a 

second visioning process (Bruno, Blank and Fornoff, 2007).  The flagship project was a new 

park along the Tennessee River and the renovation of a pedestrian bridge.  Before the visioning 

process, warehouses and vacant buildings lined the river.  Visioning helped develop the goals 
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and the community support for implementation of the plans. The public interest was kept 

involved by continued visioning; the citizens could clearly see progress.  The idea for a 

downtown park came from two of 13 focus groups convened as part of the effort.  One of the 

most recently completed projects within the realm of Chattanooga‟s revitalization is the 21
st
 

Century Waterfront Redevelopment.  Vision 2000 initiated the Chattanooga Venture‟s first effort 

of a public, goal-setting process that was contributed to by more than 1,700 people over a 20-

week period.  It resulted in more than 40 goals for the City, many of which supported the 

citizens‟ emphasis on the quality of life.  Non-profit organizations such as Partners for Academic 

Excellence, the Tennessee Aquarium Task Force, Chattanooga Neighborhood Enterprise (CNE), 

and RiverCity Company were supported by Chattanooga Venture before moving out into the 

community.  Neighborhoods were linked by a city-wide network that urged residents to share 

responsibility for where and how the community lived.  Projects highlighted by the Vision 2000 

effort prompted immediate response through the formation of task forces to address the goals 

(City of Chattanooga, 1996).   

 

Figure 2. Chattanooga Riverwalk Photos 

Tennessee Aquarium and Walnut Street Bridge       

 

(http://image.pegs.com) 

(http://www.tnaqua.org/Newsroom/Images/Riverfront-boat.jpg) 
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Coolidge park near Hunter Museum of Art 

(http://www.ronlowery.com/600images/a026coolage600.jpg) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Although Chattanooga Venture is no longer operating, it established among 

Chattanooga‟s citizens an expectation that every part of community revitalization should and 

would include public participation.  This expectation is met by public participation processes like 

FutureScape 96 (1996), which involved more than 2,500 city and county residents in a “visual 

preference survey” about future community development.  Chattanooga citizens envisioned a 

downtown with a higher quality of life--greener, cleaner, more energy-efficient, less polluted--a 

place with significantly reduced environmental impacts and improved habitat quality for humans 

and other species.  From the group comments, a set of principles was drafted reflecting the 

community vision and the beliefs reflected in the Top Ten Lists.  Because of years of focused 

attention from the community, the riverfront has become the most animated district in the city. 

Diverse groups of community members united and literally used brown paper and markers as 

they brainstormed, debated, categorized, and organized concerns.  Because of the success of this 

visioning process, it is currently being modeled in cities throughout the United States as well as 

internationally.  Chattanooga Venture has compiled a step-by-step guide for community groups 

to assist them with brainstorming, visioning, developing plans, and making choices.   
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The city of Chattanooga provided examples, models, and vision for its residents and 

others around the world building sustainable communities.  On July 12-13, 2006, the City of 

Chattanooga hosted a delegation of public and private sector officials from Guatemala. The 

seven members of the group visited the United States to study examples of the federal Renewal 

Communities program and how it can serve as a model for creating similar “opportunity zones” 

for economic development in their country.  This official visit to Chattanooga was sponsored by 

the Inter-American Foundation (IAF), an independent agency of the U.S. government.  

According to the U.S. Census Bureau, Chattanooga is a model of successful citizen participation 

efforts (Drake, 2006).  The main key to the city‟s renewal was the citizen realization of the 

importance of its downtown.  

Industrial prosperity damaged the health and vitality of Chattanooga and its natural 

environment by the late 1960s.  As Chattanooga grew into a prosperous industrial center, its 

riverfront was filled with factories.  In 1969, the Environmental Protection Agency selected 

Chattanooga as the most polluted city in the country (Drake, 2006).  Also, long-standing class 

and racial divisions split the community, and deepened the sense of powerlessness among the 

urban poor (United States Environmental Protection Agency, 2009).  The Chattanooga case 

study showed how adversity could be overcome with successful public participation but the most 

important problem during the riverfront revitalization was environmental racism.  Environmental 

racism has been a major blemish on Chattanooga's history; a 1991 report noted that a day care 

center in a predominantly African-American community was within 300 yards of six toxic waste 

sites (Madison 1997, Bartling and Ferris, 1997).  Pollution in Chattanooga Creek, a tributary of 

the river, also ran through other black neighborhoods.  The Vision projects encouraged the 

emergence of community activists, both black and white, to tackle some of the problems near the 

river.  The African-American community has been highly involved in developing the themes and 
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goals for Chattanooga's sustainable agenda.  Current projects include reclaiming the 7,000-acre 

Volunteer Site, once the world's largest TNT plant, designated for reuse as the eco-industrial 

park and the abandoned Ross-Mehan Foundry, a 1920s-vintage eyesore, will become an open-air 

public pavilion, part of the revamping of the poor Southside neighborhood.  Two Southside 

projects, in the city‟s Martin Luther King and Cowart Place-Jefferson Heights neighborhoods, 

reflect a cooperative approach: grass-roots involvement, sustainable development, strong public-

private partnerships, and an exit strategy for turning projects over to private developers 

(Chattanooga Pittsburgh Civic Design Coalition, n.d.). Both neighborhoods were connected to 

new downtown development by extensive public transportation. 

Chattanooga‟s falling population, declining businesses, and general stagnation helped to 

spur involvement.  Public-private partnerships, civic leadership, and consensus planning amongst 

planners and citizens helped invigorate the dying downtown.  Based on the success of Vision 

2000, which brought about 223 projects and programs, created 1,381 jobs and 7,300 temporary 

construction jobs, served 1,551,000 people and triggered a total financial investment of 

$793,303,813 into the community,  Chattanooga Venture completed a Revision 2000 process.  

Revision 2000 began where Vision 2000 left off, by holding meetings in nine locations around 

the county to brainstorm as a community again; organizing the ideas into a list of goals from the 

brainstorming meetings; and presenting and celebrating the ideas and goals through a Vision Fair, 

which would lead to suggestions for implementing the goals.   

Success was defined as the use and implementation of any form of public participation 

carried out by the city of Tuscaloosa, Alabama.  Community conversations, public hearings, and 

citizen advisory committees, the use of all available land and buildings were all successful 

methods of incorporating public participation in the planning process for Tuscaloosa.  A resident 

of the project area said positive things about the riverfront development, “I want to encourage 
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everyone to get out and take a walk on our Riverwalk.  What an asset the walk is to 

Tuscaloosa! … We should be able to insist that commercial development respect our river area 

and build appropriately. … The Riverwalk and the parks along it are used by many, many of us 

every day. People are hiking, bicycling, fishing and having cookouts all along the walk” 

(Childress, 2008). 

Failures were described as a missed opportunity to implement high quality public 

participation.  Many court appeals on behalf of the Guildswood neighborhood organization and 

others were setbacks for the Riverwalk development.  Neighborhood groups were not allowed to 

be a part of the Riverwalk master plan, riverfront zoning district plans or Riverwalk condo and 

restaurant development during each project‟s planning process.  Proposals presented during 

public meetings were opposed which led to court appeals and postponing ground breaking dates 

for the Riverwalk condo project.  Lunsford said the idea to build a restaurant came from 

speculation that a condo would discourage public use of the Riverwalk area (Taylor, 2005).  

Public participation is important because every affected citizen should be heard and influential in 

the planning process; the citizens of Tuscaloosa made that need very clear to the city. Several 

project proposals presented to the Tuscaloosa City Council by the developers that were approved 

by the planning commission were later appealed by nearby neighborhood associations.   

According to some of the planners the public participation efforts implemented to create 

a master plan and design layout for the riverfront condo and restaurant development were 

inadequate, unsatisfactory, and ineffectual in meeting the needs of the adjacent neighbors.  

Arnstein‟s ladder of citizen participation would rank public hearings without public participation 

to create a vision for the project and design plans as tokenism. Tokenism includes the less 

desirable rungs 5-3: placation, consultation, and informing.  Public hearings, public notices, and 

media information are common participation methods that translate into nonparticipation on 
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Arnstein‟s Ladder.  These common participation methods allow therapy and manipulation 

approaches to suffice for minimum public participation effort when citizens near the riverfront 

area clearly needed more outlets and opportunities to voice their opinions.  The next necessary 

step after public opinion is obtained is to amend the project to fit the citizens‟ needs and address 

concerns. But public hearings are one-way forms of communication that do not allow 

adjustments during the meeting. In the case of Tuscaloosa‟s riverfront development its master 

plan, condo and restaurant development and Riverfront Zoning District; a higher quality of 

participation was needed to adequately allow nearby neighbors to get their needs addressed in the 

initial planning stages to ensure a universally desirable project outcome. 
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CHAPTER 5 

Conclusions and Implications 

This study was unique since there is no evidence of a general trend encompassing the 

analysis of public participation in the Southern region of the United States, the state of Alabama, 

smaller cities like Tuscaloosa, or on overall riverfront revitalization efforts.  The level of public 

participation was examined by using all available documentation to understand the methods used 

to develop the city‟s Riverwalk master plan. 

 The results of the case study comparisons revealed similarities and differences.  The 

similarities are referred to as common lessons.  Tuscaloosa implemented only four of the nine 

methods of public participation that Chattanooga also used: form citizen groups or task forces, 

use outside consultants for new ideas, educate the citizens, and ensure that information is 

accessible.  Tuscaloosa formed a citizen advisory committee (CAC) and taskforce.  Chattanooga 

created many task forces for specific projects such as the Chattanooga Venture taskforce, which 

was staffed by a small group and had an advisory board of 60 representatives from different 

economic, racial, religious and societal demographics.  Ideas generated by outside consultants 

were presented to the public by city officials in both cities.  Chattanooga allowed for the City, 

the Allied Arts board, and a steering committee with 40 members and hundreds of interested 

citizens to define the issues, opportunities, and priorities for development of the community‟s 

public art program.    

The Chattanooga (see Table 4) case study showed that despite the size of the municipality 
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or area more methods of public participation can occur if the city is committed to nurturing 

public participation habits.  Chattanooga implemented all the public participation methods that 

had a successful impact on the outcome of its riverfront development: visioning, public forums, 

public hearings, workshops, charrettes, surveys, citizen education, access to information, public 

and private partnerships, and taskforces.   

Table 4. Comparison of Methods in Case Studies 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Visioning was the most important method of public participation conducted by the city of 

Chattanooga.  The case study revealed that visioning for the future of a community is an 

Public Participation 

Methods: 

Tuscaloosa, 

Alabama 

Chattanooga, 

Tennessee 

11..  CCiittiizzeenn  ggrroouuppss//  ttaasskk  

ffoorrcceess   XX XX 

22..  MMaasstteerr  ppllaann  

wwoorrkksshhooppss 

  
XX 

33..  VViissiioonniinngg     
XX 

44..  CChhaarrrreetttteess     
XX 

55..  CCiittiizzeenn  eedduuccaattiioonn 
XX XX 

66..  PPuubblliicc  aacccceessss  ttoo  

iinnffoorrmmaattiioonn XX XX 

77..  VViissuuaall  pprreeffeerreennccee  

ssuurrvveeyy 

  
XX 

88..  PPuubblliicc  ffoorruumm 
XX XX 

99..  PPuubblliicc//  pprriivvaattee  

ppaarrttnneerrsshhiippss 

  
XX 

1100..  PPuubblliicc  hheeaarriinngg 
XX XX 
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extensive process that draws all ideas from interested citizens starting in the beginning and 

continuing to the end of a project A series of public forums was used to fuse every suggested 

idea over five months.  Long-term visioning efforts can be costly, but Chattanooga‟s funding was 

arranged by citizens, philanthropists, local businesses, and other local organizations.  Public 

forums were the outlet used to accomplish the visioning practices.  Since Chattanooga‟s goal was 

to create a shared vision for the future a facilitator who specializes in community visioning 

processes was brought in to assist the many public meeting volunteers from the city and 

community.  These forum-style public hearings were grouped into stages to accomplish the 

following goals: 1. Generate new ideas, 2. Organize and combine ideas, and lastly 3. Commit to 

accomplishing these ideas.   

Many workshops and charrettes helped to facilitate ideas and surveys used to involve and 

educate Chattanooga‟s citizens in public participation.  Workshops and charrettes are a method 

of organizing through an intensive session where participants design project features such as 

Chattanooga‟s Top Ten Lists of design features for the downtown riverfront area.   

 

Lessons learned 

Tuscaloosa did not implement all of the public participation methods that were identified 

in the completed Chattanooga case study.  Tuscaloosa did not use five of ten public participation 

methods.  Those methods included: master plan workshops with the public; visioning; adapt, 

monitor, and evaluate the entire planning process; follow successful plans of other cities; 

collaborate efforts from all sectors of public; ensure citizen input is valued; and ensure leaders 

are dedicated to the public‟s satisfaction.   

The most successful method was visioning, especially for Chattanooga.  Collaboration with all 

sectors of the public allowed the city of Chattanooga to successfully implement extensive 
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visioning efforts.  The public participation method visioning was implemented before, during, 

and after any plans were conceived, recorded, or completed.  The participants were asked to 

brainstorm ideas to develop projects and details for the riverfront plan.  Tuscaloosa‟s public 

participation practices differ from Chattanooga‟s practices, since citizens were presented with a 

design by the developers and not actually allowed to make accepted and valued suggestions to 

the project design during the presentation. Arnstein considered public hearings to be tokenism 

efforts that simply inform citizens without consulting their needs.   Thousands of residents 

participated in the meetings leading to the 21
st
 Century Waterfront plan. A visioning effort 

involved nearly 2000 citizens in a series of public forums that identified 40 community goals and 

nearly 200 projects and programs; later Chattanooga undertook another community visioning 

effort to expand the ideas of the riverfront projects.  This time the community meetings were 

held in local neighborhoods and communities rather than downtown, helping to deepen the sense 

that the vision really grew out of the community itself. Planning workshop participants addressed 

six topics; living; working, playing, shopping, transportation, new development, and doing 

business downtown.  Then the participants created lists of 10 priorities for each of the topics.  

Chattanooga‟s Top Ten Lists represented a cross between broad vision, implementation, and 

development.  Participants talked about better transportation systems; conservation of the natural 

aspects of downtown; construction buildings that were environmentally responsible and 

architecturally interesting; all while creating great public spaces for all citizens to enjoy. 

Visioning was not seen as a helpful starting point for the city of Tuscaloosa.  Planning in 

Tuscaloosa omitted visioning before and after which would have allowed the visioning process 

to be used as an evaluation or adjustment method for the design and detail formation process of 

the city‟s riverfront projects.  Visioning would have elevated Tuscaloosa‟s planning efforts to the 

highest level of participation on Arnstein‟s ladder of citizen participation, citizen power.  Citizen 
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power includes citizen control, delegated power, and partnerships.  Visioning efforts should have 

been completed before master plans, the development of zoning districts, and project design 

layouts were written; this would have fostered partnerships between citizens and city officials.  

Decision-making power is, through visioning, shared between stakeholders, city officials, 

developers, and any other interested party rather than being solely relinquished to city officials.  

This idea of power sharing enables citizens to feel trust and understanding.   

Downtown revitalization is a prime opportunity for citizens to participate and voice their 

opinion on the design and function of their city, which would create an opportunity for 

cooperation with city officials.  These missed opportunities for citizen input severely impair a 

citizen‟s trust of municipality operation and management of funds, citizen concerns, and natural 

resources, all of which directly impact the lives of an entire region.  A consultant firm can 

perform a SIA and the city of Tuscaloosa should utilize SIA guides for planning meetings and 

organizing better timing of public participation to encourage the public and trust in city officials 

(See Table 5 on next page).  These two ideas help to avoid unsatisfactory outcomes and reactions 

to planning projects.  Citizens must understand, feel counted, and know that their input is not in 

vain.  Citizens suggested that Tuscaloosa use outside ideas and consultants: “This committee 

heard back in 2006 from the man, I think his name was Bowen … from Chattanooga who was 

basically the architect of Chattanooga‟s riverfront development … also I know that several 

members of this committee as well as the Chamber of Commerce have traveled to Chattanooga 

to review what they have done and so as it seems that Chattanooga is somewhat of a standard for 

us” (John, 2007). 

Partners for Livable Communities was first contracted by The Chamber of Commerce of 

West Alabama in 2007 to lead a process to help define how culture could be put to work on 

social and economic goals in Tuscaloosa County.  Partners for Livable Communities is a non-
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profit leadership organization working to improve the livability of communities by promoting 

quality of life, economic development, and social equity. Since its founding in 1977, Partners has 

helped communities set a common vision for the future, discover and use new resources for 

community and economic development and build public-private coalitions to further their goals.  

The goal of this partnership was to explore how a closer set of relationships built upon priorities 

expressed by citizens in Tuscaloosa, Northport and the surrounding county could draw upon the 

many cultural resources to help project a strong, culturally rich image. 

 

Table 5. The Social Assessment Process 

(Taylor, Bryan and Goodrich, 2004, pp. 15, 17, 62) 

 

The Social Assessment Process 

Element of the Process Activities in the Process 

Design Phase 

Scoping Identify issues, variables-measured and links between 

biophysical or social variables, impact areas 

 

Profiling Overview and analysis of current and historical lessons 

 

Formulation of alternatives Comparison of options based on projection and estimation 

 

Projection and estimation 

of effects 

Detailed examination of the potential impacts of options 

against decision criteria 

 

Implementation Phase 

Monitoring, mitigation, and 

management 

Collection of information: effects,  stakeholder involvement, 

avoid negative effects, manage change overall 

 

Evaluation Systematic, retrospective review of social effects and social 

assessment process 
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New plans are underway to upgrade the downtown district of Tuscaloosa. Some of these 

plans include the Riverwalk, the new Federal Center, an amphitheatre along the Black Warrior 

River, and an art trail; and there are a number of strong cultural assets such as the Bama Theatre 

and the Alabama Blues Project.  However, to maximize the full potential of arts and culture in a 

community, Partners found that first, community issues must be identified and then a direct 

effort should be made to connect solutions for those issues to every aspect of arts and culture in 

the region.  Last year Partners met with Tuscaloosa citizens on numerous occasions to explore 

their perception of issues, challenges, and opportunities and how culture might be put to work on 

these agendas.  Many projects have already started, inspired by the conversations during the 

“Culture Builds” process (see Appendix A).  

 The Chamber of Commerce of West Alabama contracted Partners to lead a community 

engagement process that would identify key social and economic issues facing the community, 

gain leadership input on how cultural resources may tackle these community issues, and gain 

community input on additional ideas to better target the cultural sector.  Tuscaloosa‟s citizens 

worked with the Partners‟ consultant through focus groups, conversations, seminars, and forums 

to continue leadership in the entire region.  Tuscaloosa‟s Chamber of Commerce defined the 

purpose of the “Culture Builds” process as “developing a comprehensive creative community 

and cultural development plan and implementation process that will enhance the cultural life and 

livability of the metro Tuscaloosa area and that will directly stimulate and contribute to the 

economic development and vitality of the community” (Culture Builds- Visioning Process , 

2009).  Through the community engagement process led by Partners, the public described their 

own vision for effective use of cultural assets just like the visioning process implemented in 

Chattanooga. But the city of Chattanooga started before any plans were written for the Riverwalk 

area.   
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Tuscaloosa must focus its participation practices to directly affect the development of the 

proposed projects such as the amphitheatre.  Vari and Caddy (1999) suggest that project plans be 

based on risk assessment and some of those mandatory elements are: local community 

participation or brining out the opinions of residents; the advice of experts; and if possible strive 

to achieve resolutions in a consensus during the decision-making process while working within 

small groups.  Pre-training for working groups, according to Vari and Caddy (1999), will help 

clarify terminology issues and expectations of each citizen on a taskforce or any working group.  

Also at various yet regular intervals during the planning phase, meetings should be accompanied 

by a questionnaire evaluation and presented in local media to ensure interaction and flow of 

ideas from and to citizens.  Citizen advisory committees and taskforces should seek training to 

raise awareness in the following elements: environmental attitude adjustment; methodology; 

knowledge about the city or data on local city issues; and community development using 

democratic techniques Environmental education in schools also received encouragement as a 

result of the representatives‟ experience during the training program. 

Tuscaloosa would benefit from the use of consultants to organize their public 

participation efforts before master plans are officially adopted and after to evaluate their 

efficiency and success.  Preparation for future project plans addressing public participation can 

be found in the use of a Social Impact Assessment (SIA).  Community-based participatory social 

assessments can improve a project proposal and increase the effectiveness of public participation 

efforts by fine-tuning the community‟s wants and needs before the planning process starts.  The 

value of the Tuscaloosa case study was to show the need for more research on small municipality 

and riverfront revitalization efforts with a focus on public participation.   

All municipalities must continue to get even more people interested in creating and 

implementing the vision for their riverfront.  City government must continue to gather other 
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agencies, public and private, onto the same team.  “This Specific Plan was a component of the 

Tuscaloosa Comprehensive Plan.  It is intended to evolve and grow in response to changes in 

public values and to market and physical conditions (KPS-Group, 2005).”  Only through 

evaluation and regular use of diverse public participation methods can any plan fully serve and 

achieve the goals of a citywide vision.  Thus, the first step in moving forward for Tuscaloosa will 

be creating a new stewardship body or a permanent citizen task force specifically to guide the 

planning process and connect all Tuscaloosa stakeholders.  Stewardship bodies help create 

partnerships, find funding, and identify priorities within the community that shape a strategic 

plan.  This leadership body can transcend other leadership structures in the community and 

include representation from the arts, local government, civic organizations, and the private sector. 

The road ahead for the Tuscaloosa region will require leadership dedicated to seeing value in 

public participation, seeking inspiration from other riverfront developments, and welcoming 

more public action to help create a comprehensive cultural plan that will define the next decade 

of planning within the city.  

A well thought-out public involvement program is a necessity for the mitigation and 

monitoring steps of the SIA process and vice versa.  Social Impact Assessment (SIA) presents an 

effective way of anticipating and planning for social impacts during policy development and the 

implementation of programs, plans, and projects (Burdge, et al., 2004, p. 31).  Outside agents 

seeking to promote change at both the local and regional level can use SIA information provides 

the needed criteria for interpreting and evaluating the proposals. SIA and public participation 

help to alleviate issues of environmental justice or “… the fair treatment and meaningful 

involvement of all people regardless of race color, national origin, or income with respect to the 

development, implementation and enforcement of environmental laws, regulations, and 

policies,” (Burdge, et al., 2004, p. 124). A US Executive Order 12898, „Federal Actions to 
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Address Environmental Justice in Minority and Low-income populations was signed (1994) “… 

each Federal Agency shall make achieving environmental justice part of its mission by 

identifying and addressing, as appropriate, disproportionately high and adverse human health or 

environmental effects of its programs, policies, and activities on minority and low-income 

populations” (Burdge, et al., p. 124). 

 Future research on public participation should continue to investigate public 

participation processes in smaller municipalities with riverfront revitalization and new 

development.  Limitations of this study are that there is more successful public participation 

information available for the Riverwalk in Chattanooga. The theoretical base of this study can be 

described as fragmented as it includes such a wide variety of different perspectives.  This study 

explores a smaller municipality with a less developed public participation processes and  shorter 

history on its Riverfront development progress.  Riverfront development and small 

municipalities are underrepresented in the literature. 
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Appendix A. Culture Builds Memo 

A Visioning Process: Partners for Livable Communities Engagement Process for Tuscaloosa, 

Alabama 

 

During the research phase a memo was written about Tuscaloosa‟s Strategic Plans.  This memo 

reflects Partners for Livable Communities‟ (Culture Builds- A Visioning Process 2008, 2009): 

A) Partners‟ initial analysis of major issues in the Tuscaloosa region; after reading a number of 

strategic plans of local civic and arts groups. 

B) Preliminary List of Cultural Assets: This list is made up of groups that Partners researched at 

the outset of the Culture Builds process to get a sense of the cultural assets present in the area. 

Before the first Culture Builds Task Force Meeting – May 14, 2007 

E) Culture Builds Kickoff Event Program: This program includes an overview of the goals of the 

initiative, the agenda for the evening, and information on the performers and the speakers. 

F) Culture Builds Newspaper Articles: These articles appeared in newspapers in the weeks 

leading up to and following the Culture Builds Kickoff Event. 

Culture Builds Stakeholder Meeting #1 – July 17, 2007 

G) Culture Builds Stakeholder Meeting #1 Materials: This packet includes the agenda, an 

overview of the Culture Builds philosophy, an overview of the issues selected by the Culture 

Builds Task Force, and best practices. 

H) Report from the Culture Builds Stakeholder meeting #1: This report highlights the 

conversations that were held during this initial meeting and the recommendations that came out 

of the meeting. This report was integrated into the Strategic Recommendations section of the 

final report. 

I) List of Participants in Culture Builds Stakeholder Meeting #1 

Culture Builds Survey – September 2007 
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J) Culture Builds Survey Results; Partners for Livable Communities Culture Builds Tuscaloosa 

County; Community Conversations – October 10-12, 2007 

K) Community Conversation Handouts: Each packet included the goals for the Culture Builds 

initiative along with a short description of the issue and a best practice. 

L) List of Participants in Community Conversations; Stakeholders Meeting #2 – December 5, 

2007 

M) Memo- Key Opportunities and Challenges: This memo was written by Partners and served as 

the basis for conversation in the second Stakeholders Meeting. It includes many of the initial 

ideas that Partners synthesized from the first Stakeholders Meeting and the Community 

Conversations. 

N) Agenda for Stakeholders Meeting #2 

O) List of Participants in Stakeholders Meeting #2 

Executive Briefing – January 2008 

P) Executive Briefing: The Executive Briefing described both the key ideas and program 

opportunities as understood by Partners, in addition to laying out the Action Plan that was 

decided upon by the participants. 

1. A meeting with the Culture Builds Task Force to identify five key issues to address within the 

Culture Builds initiative and to identify major goals for the region 

2. A public kickoff event with national speakers and over 300 Tuscaloosa region residents in 

attendance that introduced the Culture Builds initiative to the community and showcased examples 

from around the country of how culture can build community 

3. A meeting with over 50 Tuscaloosa County stakeholders identified the top priorities, barriers, 

stakeholders, partnerships, opportunities, and assets within each of the five major issue areas  

4. A survey of over 300 participants on their thoughts about the current and potential capacity of 

the cultural sector in the Tuscaloosa region 

5. Community conversations with approximately 20 to 25 Tuscaloosa County residents and 

stakeholders each in the five major issue areas 

6. A second stakeholders gathering with approximately 35 participants to vet major opportunities 

identified by Partners as a result of the previous conversations and place those suggestions and 

others in an action plan timeframe 
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Appendix B. Chattanooga, Tennessee Riverfront Timeline of Projects 

 

 21st Century Waterfront Plan Highlights:  

Expansion of Tennessee Aquarium in 1992, the Chattanooga Visitors Center and renovated 

Walnut Street Bridge were revealed in 1993, the Creative Discovery Museum came along in 

1995, and the IMAX Theatre in 1996; about $61 million for enhanced public parks and 

recreational facilities along the Tennessee River banks in 1999 and more than $100 million 

invested in high-end residential developments. 

 

 The Citizen Participation Plan is designed to meet the requirements of Section 104 of the 

1974 Housing and Community Development Act, as amended and 24 CFR 91 to provide 

for citizen involvement in the consolidated planning and implementation of the City‟s 

Community Development Program (Department of Community Development).   

 

 In 1981, a local company funded Chattanooga in Motion.   

 

 In 1982, the city of Chattanooga and Hamilton County conducted a study and the final 

report of extensive community meetings and citizen participation.  The Moccasin Bend 

task force presented its principal recommendation for the community to concentrate on 

the riverfront as the principal asset in any effort to revitalize the city.   

 

 Mayor Gene Roberts in 1983 established a formal relationship with the Urban Design 

Studio and the Chattanooga planning department.   

 

 In 1984 a visioning effort called Vision 2000 involved nearly 2000 citizens in a series of 

public forums that identified 40 community goals and nearly 200 projects and programs.   

 Chattanooga‟s leaders created Chattanooga Venture in 1983 and began a series of public 

meetings in 1984 to lay out a vision for the city. 

 

 The RiverCity Company was created to implement the recommendations of the 1985 

Moccasin Bend Task Force report.   

 

 By 1988, the city had attained the standards set by the Clean Air Act.   
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 By 1992, 85 percent of the Vision 2000 goals had been met.  In 1993, the community 

rolled up its sleeves again to work on further refining its vision.  Nearly 2,600 residents 

took part in ReVision 2000 brainstorming sessions and generated 2,559 ideas.  

 

 In 1993, Chattanooga started a new community visioning effort called ReVision 2000. 

The citizens articulated the following goals: “fully connect the community to and along 

the river; provide a unique and authentic Chattanooga experience; create a 24-hour 

riverfront; and begin the key projects right away (Bob Drake Managing Editor, 2006)”.  

 

 Building on Vision 2000‟s success and planning for the future, ReVision 2000 was 

initiated in 1993 where nine meetings drew 2,600 participants and resulted in 3,000 ideas, 

which in turn produced 27 goals and 122 recommendations.   

 

 With the sustainability push in 1995, Chattanooga persuaded the President‟s Council on 

Sustainable Development to meet in the city.   

 

 In 1996, the Chamber devoted its annual planning session to issues regarding suburban 

sprawl, mixed-use development, parking, and limiting infill development; approximately 

2,500 Chattanooga citizens participated in the FutureScape Visual Preference Survey. 

The visioning process and survey concluded that Chattanooga‟s citizens value the natural 

environment, and buildings and streets with human scale.   

 

 In February 2002, hundreds of people gathered to commit their ideas for the waterfront to 

onionskin paper laid over huge maps of the area. Citizens of Chattanooga produced a 

vision for emphasizing the city‟s best natural resource: the Tennessee River. 

 

 2002- The following projects were included in the 21st Century Waterfront 

Redevelopment: an expansion of the Tennessee Aquarium; an expansion of the Hunter 

Museum of American Art; renovation of the Creative Discovery Museum; enhanced 

public spaces along the riverfront at Ross‟s Landing and on the north shore; a pedestrian 

pier and bridge, boat slips, vast green spaces, and a wetlands park and adventure 

playground; and a dramatic underground passageway to the river to better accommodate 

pedestrian traffic, marking the beginning of the Trail of Tears that will celebrate Native 

American culture. 

 

 The Community Research Council, a Chattanooga-based non-profit policy and research 

organization, presented the first findings from its State of Chattanooga Region Report 

(SOCRR) survey on Hamilton County views on resident quality of life.  A phone survey 

of 1000 Hamilton County, or downtown residents, was conducted in April 2006. 

 

 Chattanooga Chamber of Commerce President James Vaughan added: “We believe 

working together works - supporting collaboration, planning and community building 

will lead to better decisions, more positive change . . .  And we believe access to high 

quality and lifelong formal and non-formal education will enable citizens to understand 
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the interdependence of economic prosperity, environmental quality and social equity and 

prepare them to take actions that support all three (Peirce and Johnson, 2008).” 
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